Press Release

Opening of Hillary Clinton Institute of Paramedical Sciences at
Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh
New Delhi, 28/12/2017:Witha noble objective of providing vocational education to
underprivileged ruralyouth, Vinod Gupta Charitable Foundation (VGCF) is all set to
open a new vocational institute called Hillary Clinton Institute of Paramedical Sciences
at Ramrati Education Complex (REC) situated in district of Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh.
REC is run and maintained by thefoundation. Besides this, two other institutes like
Hillary Clinton Nursing School and Bill Clinton School are located at the complex.
The management has received NOC from the Government of Uttar Pradesh and
Affiliation letter from the UP State Medical Faculty to take admission of students in two
professional courses, namely Diploma in Physiotherapy (30 seats) and Diploma in
Optometry (30 Seats) from the current academic year. These two faculties have course
duration of two years each. It’s significant to mention here that Hillary Clinton Nursing
School has been maintaining the record of cent percent result and placement of its
students every year.
In a short span of time, The Ramrati Education Complex has attained remarkable
name and fame across the country. Here, students from different parts of the country
can be found in a joyful co-existence with local students. This education complex
corroborates the commitment of the foundation towards rural India. It’s located in a
sprawling green campus with state of the art facilities.
On this occasion, the Founder of Vinod Gupta Charitable Foundation, Mr Vinod Gupta
congratulated students, allthe Board Members, teachers and staffs of the complex for
this significant achievement. “A decade of endless efforts of the foundation has
resulted in setting up such standards. I wish, like other institutes, Hillary Clinton
Institute of Paramedical Sciences will also help disadvantaged children of society to
shape their future for betterment.”
Describing the opening of the institute as a noteworthy success, the Chairman of the
foundation, Mr AshutoshDayal Sharma said, “Here in Ramrati Education Complex, we
always strive for all-round development of the students and give stress on their skill
development in order to secure their future life. And this new feather in its cap will get
more glory to its rich tradition.”

About Vinod Gupta Charitable Foundation:
Vinod Gupta Charitable Foundation, in short VGCF, is an amalgam of devoted hands
and strong minds for providing outstanding quality education to the next generation.
The overarching aim of the foundation is to empower women and girls of marginalised
groups through sustainable initiatives in the field of education, which will enable them
to be economically and socially secure. It was started as a society under the Societies
Registration Act XXI of 1960 in Delhi on 4th July, 1997.

The foundation is first in introducing non-technical education in IIT, Kharagpur.
Vinod Gupta School of Management and Rajiv Gandhi School of Intellectual Property
Law are such significant projects set up by the foundation in IIT, Kharagpur. Besides
this, many educational institutions were established and run through charity activities of
the foundation. While Ramrati Education Complex at Rampur Maniharan in Saharanpur
Dist is run by the foundation itself, Dr GiriLal Gupta School for Public Health and Dr
ShankerDayal Sharma Institute of Democracy in the campus of Lucknow University
were established by the foundation and subsequently handed over to the university.
VGCF is also actively involved in conservation of wild life in the country. It has
significant contribution at Ranthambore Tiger Reserve, Rajasthan, and has provided
funds and materials to upgrade vigilance and forest intelligence in the reserve. Besides
this, VGCF has constructed facilities for staffs, tourists and wild animals there.
The foundation is named after its founder Mr Vinod Gupta, an NRI and now a
well-established entrepreneur in United States of America. He was born on 4th July,
1946 in Rampur Maniharan, Uttar Pradesh and after completing his B tech from IIT,
Kharagpur, he left for America to pursue his higher education and then permanently
settled there. The Board of Governors of the foundation comprises of eminent people.
The Chairman, Mr AshutoshDayal Sharma is the Chairman of Quest V.C Pvt Ltd and
son of former President of India Dr ShankerDayal Sharma, and Mr BK Goswami,
Member Board of Governors and its first Chairman, is a Retd IAS and former Chief
Advisor to Govt of UP and J&K.

